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➤ The Koteshwar temple in the
Kutch, where the sea meets the
skyline, transcends you to a differ-
ent world, says a young traveller

➤ IPL 2022: Having
sneaked into play-offs,
RCB pose serious
threat to  LSG
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➤Take a look at what’s 
happening around you as we
give a round up of news in
‘World At a Glance’
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WHAT
India was among a
dozen "initial part-
ners" that signed

up in Tokyo for the Indo-Pacific Economic
Framework for Prosperity (IPEF), a fresh
economic arrangement proposed by US
President Joe Biden to counter China's
growing influence in the region through
integrated, resilient and clean economies.
The framework envisions a free, open and
secure Indo Pacific Region.

WHICH
ARE THE
COUNTRIES
JOINING IPEF:

Thirteen countries, including the US,
India, and Japan are part of the trade
initiative. Others on the starting list of
members are Australia, Brunei,
Indonesia, Malaysia, New Zealand, the
Philippines, Singapore, South Korea,
Thailand and Vietnam.

CAN
OTHERS JOIN THE
CLUB? The White House
has said that IPEF will

be an open platform. But it has faced
criticism from the Chinese government
that any agreement could be an “exclu-
sive” clique that would lead to greater
turmoil in the region.

INDIA AND IPEF
Endorsing the initiative, PM
Narendra Modi has committed to
work with all the Indo-Pacific
countries for an inclusive and flex-
ible IPEF while also declaring that
the foundation of resilient supply
chains, a major focus area for the
framework that will apparently
provide an alternative to China’s
approach to "critical’’ economic
issues, must be 3Ts – trust, trans-
parency and timeliness.
"I am confident that this frame-
work will help strengthen these
three pillars, and pave the way
for development, peace and pros-
perity in the Indo-Pacific region,’’
said Modi

WHAT IS THE AIM OF IPEF
 The IPEF seeks to strengthen
economic partnership among partic-
ipating countries with the objective
of enhancing sustainability,
resilience, inclusiveness, economic
growth, fairness and competitive-

ness in the Indo-Pacific region, as
per the ministry of external affairs
(MEA)
 Unlike traditional trade blocs,
there is no plan for IPEF members
to negotiate tariffs and ease mar-
ket access — a tool that has become
increasingly unpalatable to US vot-

ers fearful of seeing homegrown
manufacturing undermined
 Instead, the programme foresees
integrating partners through agreed
standards in four main areas: the
digital economy, supply chains,
clean energy infrastructure and
anti-corruption measures

X-PLAINED

WHICH PHARMA
COMPANY WAS

FOUNDED BY TWO
GERMAN MIGRANTS?

CLUE 1: It was started
in the 19th century by
two namesake cousins.

CLUE 2: It’s the world’s
largest producer of
penicillin.

CLUE 3: It was the first
to get USFDA approval
for a Covid-19 vaccine.

ANSWER: PFIZER. The
company, which jointly
developed its Covid-19
vaccine with BioNTech,
said in a statement on
Monday that the vac-
cine is safe and effec-
tive for children aged 6
months to under 5
years, when given in
three doses of 3 micro-
grammes, with an effi-
cacy of 80.3%. It was
started in 1849 by
Charles Pfizer and
Charles Erhar

A
s the rich and powerful from
across the globe gathered for
the World Economic Forum
Annual Meeting 2022 at

Davos, Oxfam International on
Monday said the Covid-19 pandemic
has seen one nnew bbillionaire eemerging
every 330 hhours, while nearly one mil-
lion people could be pushed into
extreme poverty every 33 hours this
year. Releasing a report titled
'Profiting from Pain' in Davos, the
rights group further said as the cost
of essential goods rises faster than it
has in decades, billionaires in the
food and energy sectors are increas-
ing their fortunes by $ one billion
every two days. 

 Billionaires' wealth has risen more in the first
24 months of Covid-19 than in 23 years com-
bined. The total wealth of the world's billion-
aires is now equivalent to 13.9 per cent of glob-
al GDP, marking a three-fold increase from 4.4
per cent in 2000, it added
 According to the report, five of the largest
energy companies — BP, Shell, TotalEnergies,
Exxon and Chevron — are together making
$2,600 profit every second, and there are now
62 new food billionaires
 From Sri Lanka to Sudan, record-high global
food prices are sparking social and political
upheaval, while 60 per cent of low-income coun-
tries are on the brink of debt distress
 It further said that 2,668 billionaires — 573
more than in 2020 — own $ 12.7 trillion, an
increase of $ 3.78 trillion, while the world's 10
richest men own more wealth than the bottom
40 per cent of humanity or 3.1 billion people
 It said the richest 20 billionaires are worth
more than the entire GDP of Sub-Saharan Africa

 Oxfam recommended that the
governments sshould uurgently
introduce oone-ooff ssolidarity
taxes oon bbillionaires' ppandemic
windfalls to fund support for
people facing rising food and
energy costs and a fair and sus-
tainable recovery from Covid-19

 Argentina has adopted a one-
off special levy dubbed the 'mil-
lionaire's tax', and is now con-
sidering introducing a windfall
tax on energy profits as well as
a tax on undeclared assets held
overseas to repay IMF debt

 Oxfam also called for ending
the crisis profiteering by intro-
ducing a temporary excess profit
tax of 90 per cent to capture
the windfall profits of big corpo-
rations across all industries

Pandemic created new
BILLIONAIRE every 30

hours: Oxfam
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Now, download Digilocker documents
like PAN, driving license via MyGov
Helpdesk on WhatsApp

W
ith the aim to make government services more accessible, inclusive
and transparent, the government has allowed citizens to utilise the
MyGov Helpdesk on WhatsApp to use the Digilocker documents.
According to a Press Information Bureau (PIB) tweet, “Citizens can

now access Digilocker papers such as their PAN card, driver's license, and vehicle reg-
istration certificate. Citizens can now access @digilocker_ind services on the
@mygovindia Helpdesk on @WhatsApp”. WhatsApp users can use the chatbot by simply
sending ‘Namaste or Hi or Digilocker’ to WhatsApp number +91 9013151515. This
involves setting up and verifying their Digilocker account, as well as downloading
papers such as their PAN card, driver's license, and vehicle registration certificate over
WhatsApp.

 DigiLocker is a digital plat-
form for issuing and verifying
papers and certificates,
removing the need for physi-
cal documents
 It intends to give citizens
'Digital Empowerment' by giv-
ing them access to authentic
digital documents in their
digital document wallet

Putin and  Zelenskyy on
TIME's 100 most

influential people of 2022

R ussian President Vladimir Putin and Ukrainian
President Volodymyr Zelenskyy have featured
among TIME magazine's 100 most influential

people of 2022 in the category of political leaders.
Referring to the ongoing Russia-Ukraine war, the list,
in the words of US President Joe Biden, describes
Zelenskyy as a 'leader (of the people of Ukraine) wor-
thy of bravery and resilience'. Putin, on the other
hand, is described as 'an evil madman with an army,
nuclear weapons, and membership in the UN'.

 Besides Putin and Zelenskyy, the other influen-
tial leaders who feature on TIME magazine's list of
influential global leaders include US President Joe
Biden, Chinese President Xi Jinping, and European
Commission Ursula von der Leyen, among others
 Indians who feature on the TIME magazine's most
influential list for the year 2022 include business
tycoon Gautam Adani, Supreme Court lawyer Karuna
Nundy and Kashmiri activist Khurram Parvez

Prolonged high temperatures in India could worsen
inflation, hurt growth: Moody's

P
rolonged high temperatures are credit neg-
ative for India, as that could exacerbate
inflation and hurt growth, Moody's
Investors Service wrote in a note on

Monday. India's highly negative credit exposure to
physical climate risks means its economic growth, over
the long term, will likely become more volatile as it
faces increasing, and more extreme incidences of cli-
mate-related shocks, it noted. Moody's said that
although heatwaves are fairly common in India, they
usually occur in May and June. However, this year New
Delhi witnessed the fifth heatwave in May with the
maximum temperature touching 49 degrees celsius.

The Centre
has
revised
downwards
its estimates for wheat production by
5.4% to 105 million tons for the crop
year ending June 2022, given lower
yields amid higher temperatures

Various parts of
India have been
experiencing 
crippling heat
over the past few
weeks. Multiple
reports have
emerged of it hav-
ing an impact on
crop yields as well
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INDIA AMONG FIRST 13 TO JOIN US’S INDO-PACIFIC ECONOMIC PLAN

Indo-Pacific economic plan



1. International Day of
Living Together in Peace is
celebrated on which date?
A. May 12     B. May 15
C. May 16     D. May 13 

2. Who announced a Rs 1
crore cash award for the
Indian men's team for
clinching the Thomas Cup
trophy?
A. Rajnath Singh   B. Anurag Thakur 
C. Narendra Modi
D. Dharmendra Pradhan

3. Which is the top-ranked
Indian firm on Forbes
Global 2000 List 2022?
A. State Bank of India  B. HDFC Bank Limited 
C. Reliance Industries D. ONGC

1. C. May 16 2. B. AAnurag TThakur 

3. C. Reliance Industries

HOW WELL DO YOU READ THE TIMES OF
INDIA STUDENT EDITION, LET’S FIND OUT:

NAME A R RAHMAN’S DEBUT FILM WHICH
IS GOING TO BE SHOWCASED AT CANNES
2022.
A. Le Musk  
B. Le Alcaraz 
C. Le Sherie
D. Le Antos

A N S W E R S

R PRAGGNANANDHAA STUNS MAGNUS CARLSEN 

16-year-old Grandmaster
Rameshbabu Praggnanandhaa
stunned World Champion Magnus
Carlsen again last week at the
Chessable Masters online rapid chess
tournament. The Indian teenage sensation made the most of
the one-move blunder from Carlsen.

SPORTSMAN
OF THE WEEK

Everything you need to know about all that matters...

This map is simply a mere graphic representation and does not tally to the point

PICTURE
OF THE WEEK

The moon is seen
through clouds behind
the radio telescope
RT-70 in the village of
Molochnoye, Crimea,
May 16. Reuters

THE FINAL FRONTIER

Photo:

Florida, USA:
When the
Hubble
telescope
started
gathering data,
it discovered
that the rate of expansion of the universe was quicker
than what previous models had predicted — 67.5 km
per second per megaparsec against observations of
around 73. The scientists are now waiting for the new
James Webb Telescope to start sending data so that
they can dive deeper into this mystery. AGENCIES

HUBBLE TELESCOPE FINDS ‘SOMETHING
WEIRD’ GOING ON IN UNIVERSE

‘DISCRETE AURORA ON MARS WITHOUT
GLOBAL MAGNETIC FIELD’
Iowa, USA: According to a
new study at the University
of Iowa, researchers have
learned how a type of
aurora on Mars is formed.
The physicists reported
discrete aurora form
through interaction of the solar wind and Mars’ southern
hemisphere crust. The findings were published in the
‘Journal of Geophysical Research: Space Physics.’ The light-
in-the-sky display that occurs mostly during the night is
visible from the Martian southern hemisphere.  AGENCIES

02 “Let’s go invent tomorrow instead of worrying about what
happened yesterday.” 

Steve Jobs
WEDNESDAY, MAY 25, 2022

ANCIENT TOOTH FOUND IN CAVE
REVEALS MYSTERIES OF EVOLUTION
Washington, USA: An ancient
tooth found in a cave has been
linked to the Denisovans, a sister
species to modern humans. It was
first discovered during an
archaeological survey in a remote region of Laos. The
ancient tooth, according to Prof Fabrice Demeter, lead
author of the study, shows that the Denisovans were
active in Southeast Asia, at least as far as Laos. REUTERS

THOUSANDS QUEUE FOR PETROL, GAS
IN SRI LANKA AMID FOOD SHORTAGES
Colombo, Sri
Lanka: Lines
formed in many
parts of
Colombo, a city
of around
900,000
people, as residents tried to stock up on fuel, which is
mostly imported and is in extremely short supply with
the government running out of foreign exchange. AGENCIES

SSttaattee ooff eemmeerrggeennccyy

 If a government or other authority declares a
state of emergency in an area, it introduces
special measures such as increased powers for
the police or army, usually because of civil
disorder or natural disaster.

OZ PM MORRISON CONCEDES POLL
DEFEAT, ANTHONY ALBANESE NEW PM
Sydney, Australia:
Australian PM Scott
Morrison has
conceded defeat in
the country's
election. Anthony
Albanese, leader of
the Australian Labor
Party, will take over as Australia's next prime
minister. In the 2022 federal election in Australia,
the opposition Labor Party has ousted PM Scott
Morrison's coalition government from power; making
way for his successor Anthony Albanese. AGENCIES

ZELENSKY SLAMS RUSSIA OVER
DELIBERATE ATTEMPT TO KILL MAXIMUM
Kyiv, Ukraine:
Ukrainian
president
Volodymyr
Zelensky last
week called upon
the world’s
attention as he
yet again accused
Russia of targeting civilians with the war set to
complete three months. On the rebel-controlled
Donbas region, the 44-year-old leader - who has been
backed by the West in his resistance against Moscow -
stressed: "It is hell there - and that is not an
exaggeration. (There are) constant strikes on the
Odesa region, on the cities of central Ukraine. The
Donbas is completely destroyed.” AGENCIES

Beijing, China: While much
of the Western world
suffered huge outbreaks,
China's "dynamic zero-
Covid" approach was
upheld as an emblem of Xi's
shrewd leadership and celebrated during the ruling
Communist Party's centenary celebrations. AGENCIES

CHINA'S ZERO-COVID POLICY BECOMES
A POLITICAL LIABILITY FOR PRESIDENT 

Helsinki,
Finland:
Russia has cut
off natural gas
to Finland
after the
Nordic country
that applied
for NATO
membership last week. President Vladimir Putin’s
demand to pay in roubles was refused, the Finnish
state-owned energy company said last week, this is the
latest escalation over European energy amid the war in
Ukraine.  AGENCIES

FINLAND SAYS RUSSIA SUSPENDING
NATURAL GAS SUPPLIES

Did yyou kknow: Le Musk is an upcoming Indian
virtual reality film directed by A R Rahman. The
film follows the journey of an orphaned child, full-
time heiress and part-time musician, who grows up
to be a diva on a mission. 

Anthony Albanese, leader of
the Australian Labor Party

OVER 500 FAMILIES LIVE ON TRAIN TRACKS AS
ASSAM FLOODS AFFECT 8 LAKH

Dispur, Assam: As Assam battles
flood fury, over 500 families from
two villages of the Jamunamukh
district, are living on the railway
tracks, the only high ground that
did not submerge in the
floodwaters. People from
Changjurai and Patia Pathar village have been left in the lurch after
they lost almost everything they had in the floods. AGENCIES

DID YOU KNOW?

The ancient tooth was discovered during a 2018 excavation in
northern Laos. The cave in question is known as Tam Ngu Hao
2, or Cobra Cave.

DID YOU KNOW?

Hubble has calibrated more than 40 “milepost markers” since
its launch in 1990. There is a difference in the rate of expansion
of the universe. 

Delhi, India: The Ministry of
External Affairs (MEA)
confirmed reports of a second
bridge being constructed by
China across the Pangong Tso in
eastern Ladakh and said that the two bridges are in areas
that are under the illegal occupation of China. AGENCIES

'ILLEGAL CHINESE BRIDGES' IN
PANGONG AREA

 The flood situation in Assam remains grave, with over 8 lakh people across
2,585 villages in 29 districts hit by the natural disaster. Fourteen people have
died in the floods and landslides triggered by pre-monsoon rains.

WHY IS PANGONG TSO IMPORTANT?

This lake spans eastern Ladakh and West Tibet and is
situated at an elevation of 13,862 ft. The western end of
Pangong Tso lies 54 km to the southeast of Leh. The Line of
Actual Control (LAC) cuts through the lake, but India and
China do not agree on its exact location.

Paris, France: Emmanuel
Macron retained his finance
and interior ministers while
appointing only the second
woman to head France's
foreign ministry, as the
president reshuffled his
cabinet ahead of
parliamentary elections
next month. REUTERS

FRANCE'S MACRON OPTS FOR CONTINUITY
IN GOVERNMENT RESHUFFLE

Pune, India: AstroSat,
India's first dedicated
astronomy mission which
is into space since 2015,
has detected the birth of a
black hole for the 500th
time, Pune-based research institution IUCAA has said,
development scientists termed it as a remarkable
achievement. AGENCIES

ASTROSAT WITNESSES BLACK HOLE
BIRTH FOR 500TH TIME 

 Black holes are objects with a gravitational
pull so strong that not even light can escape.
They are the subjects of intense scrutiny from
astronomers from all over the world.

 Ambassador to Britain to take over foreign ministry

 Heavyweights Le Maire, Darmanin to stay

 Reshuffle comes ahead of June legislative elections

Ans: A
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